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Part I. Object

The object of this thesis is the

development of a new method of representing

the economy tests of automobile engines. The

engine tests were carried out according to

the latest method in wiiich load, speed and

throttle openings are varied. This gives re-

sults which closely simulate operating condi-

tions. Instead of plotting the data in the

usual manner with reference to two coordinate

axes, this thesis brings out a method of plot-

ting data with reference to three coordinate

axes, thus giving a surface which represents

all possible operating conditions of the engine.

Two surfaces, one giving gasoline per horse

power per hour and the other total gasoline,

were made for each engine tested so that compar-

isons of their respective performances could

be made readily.
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The data tor the Ford and Chalmers

economy surfaces waes obtained from previous

tests made by Pritze, King and White in their

thesis of 1917 at Armour Institute of Technol-

ogy.





Part II. Desarlptlon of Apparatus

Engines

TbB. engine which was tested in this

thesis was the twelve cylinder Packard illus-

trated in figure 1. The twelve cylinders are

cast in two blocks of six, arratnged in V-type

and maJsing an angle of 60 degrees with each

other. The cylinders have a 3" bore and a 5"

stroke with L-head arrangement of the valves,

The cylinders are staggard with the left block

1 1/4" ahead of the right block to permit tbe

connecting rads being placed side by side on

the crank pin. By this arrangement separate

cams can be used for each valve thus making

24 cams in all. The single Cam shaft is plaeed

directly over the crankshaft and is driven ^y

gears. The crankshaft is of the usual six cyl-

inder type supported by three main bearings.

Mounted on the end of the crankshaft is a vib-

ration damper. Two centrifugal pumps, one for
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each block of cylinders, circulat® the jacket

water. The cartsfurettor is of Packard design

and construction and is of the single jet type.

It is mounted between the cylinder blocks. A

twelve cylinder Delco ignition system is usdd.

The Ford engine from which test dfcta

was obtained was a four- cylinder 3 3/4" by 4"

block motor. It is built in unit with the trans-

mission. The engine has the L-head valve ar-

rangement. The customary three bearing type

of crankshaft is used. Cooling is by thermo-

syphon and the ignition current is supplied

by a low tension magneto built into the fly-

wheel. All tests were made with a Kingston

carburettor.

The Chalmers engine was of the type

35A and numbered 15039. It was known to the

piiblic as the Chalmers 3400 R.P.M, engine.

It is a six cylinder four cycle L-hsad engine
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with cylinders 3 1/4" by 4 1/2" cast enbloc.

The valves are located on the right hand side

and the pushrods are inclosed. Thermo- syphon

cooling is employed. The ignition consists of

a six volt Remy battery and ©oil aystem. Bosch

7/8" plugs were used. Tests were made with both

Rayfteld and Stromberg Carburettors. The air

intake for both carburettors was heated by a

stove placed around the exhaust pipe.

Electric Dynamom;eter

A Sprague 300 H.P. electric dynamo-

meter was used to absorbe and measure the p«rwer

developed in the Packard test. The djniamomefeer

consisted of a 300 H.P, p.C. interpole gener-

ator so mounted on ball bearing trunions that

the field is free to rotate about the center

line of the armature shaft as an axis. The

torque is taken through a link mechanism one

end of which is attached to the frame of the
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generator and the other end to a spring

balance and a set of Buffalo scales. The

length of the torq,ue arm is 1.75 feet so

that the horsepower is equal to the torque m

multiplied by the S.P.JJ. div^idied by 3000.

The whole apparatus; is mounted on a heavy io

iron bed plate provided with tee slots for

bolting down engine supports. These supports

are aedjustable in hei«^it so that any engine

can be mounted onnthem and connected to the

generator by means of a universal coupling.

A switchboard is mounted on a stand within,

easy restch of the scale beam. On this board

are the control switches, field reostat,

circuit breaker, ammeter and voltmeter and

electric tachometer. In addition to this

tachometer, a positive revolution counter is

attajohed to the generator shaft. The field of
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the generator is separately excited thus

aissuring a steady field flux with variations .

in speed. Figures 2 and 3 show the dynamomeier

and switchboard respeettTrely.

Jacket Water Cooling

Figiires 4 and 5 show the methods

employed in Jacket water cooling. This was o

found to he the only practical method of main-

taining the water tesai^erature at the desired

point of ahout 150 degrees. By proper control

of the cold water supply valve, the jacket

water temperature could be made anything des-

ired. In some of the tests the fan was discon-

nected but in general it was used. At speeds

under 300 or 400 R.P.M., the centrifugal cir-

culating pumps on the engine were found praot-

icaelly useless so that it beeaane necessary to

place an extension on the outlet pipe so as

to keep its orifice below the level of the
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of the water in the tank. By this method

an 1 effectiire thermo-syphon system was pro-

duced. The capacity of the cooling tank was

ateout 20 Gallons. For the Low speed runs the

tempeeature of the engine was permitted to

remain aljout 210 degrees P. The same cooling

system was used on all the engines tested.

Gasoline Weighing Equipment

In the first tests on the Packard

engine, gasoline was measured by volume in

the conical shaped vessel shown in figure 6.

The piece of appara.tus was made hy the Holly

Carburettor Company. The vessel is filled by

gravity by some source of supply until the

ball indieator is slightly above the top of.

tube in which it moves. The stopwatch is start*

ed when the indicator sinks to the level of.

the top of the tube and is stopped when the

gasoline level reaches the predetermined
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mark in the gage glass. This Gage is calib-

rated in varying fractions of a gallon so

that very accairate readings on fuel consump-

tion are possible.

However', this method of measuring

fuel was found inconvenient because of its

limited capacity and because of the fact that

it necessitated gravity feed t6 the carburet-

tor. Moreover, all volumes thus measured had

to be converted to weights before the results

could be plotted. In order to overcome these

objections, the method shown in figure 7 was

used.

Here the gasoline supply is a five

gallon tank (closed) placed on a small plat-

form scale and delivering fuel, to the car-

burettor through a rubber tube. The gasoline

in the tank was subjected to air pressure

maintained by an air pump driven from the

timing gears on the front of the engine; thus
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Figure 7,
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gravity need not be dependeii upon for feed.

The scale beam was provided with two connected

metal points which complete the circuit between

two mercury wells iriien the beam fell. The clos-

ing of the circuit rang a bell thus indicating

the inststnt the scale was balauiced.

This method was foimft to be quite

satisfactory its only disadvantage being its

susceptibility to vibration and an apparent

inherent tendaney of the beam to stick an in-

stant befor dropping. This weighing equipmeiit

was used in all the later tests.

Manifold Depression Measuring Equipment

For all tests of each engine the

pressure in the intake manifold was measured,

and recorded, A 1/8" brass pipe screwed into

the intake manifold was connected by means

of a rubber tube to & Bourdon gage shown In

Pig. 8. This measured depressions fts small as

,05" mercury.
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Spark Advance

The Packard Engine is equipped with

both hand and automatic spark advanea. Howewer,

it was found that the automatic advance was

not reliable so that hand regtailation was used

entirely. The spark suivance lever was set ap-

proximately correet and the beam on the dyna-

mometer seale overbalanced a trifle. The spark

lever wa^ then moved slowly either backwaj?dor

£oreward until the beam raised. This assured

proper advance for maximum torque.

Speed Counting Device

Attached to the dynamometer shaft

through a pair of reduction gears were two

speed counters. These speed counters were statrt*

ed aind stopped by push button switches which

closed and opened the ctrcuitsto two magnet-

ically operated clutched. These eoiinters were

allowed to run for one, two or three minutes

depending t^on the time of the test. This
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provided a very accurate means of determining

the revolutions per minute. Figure 9 illustrat-

es the counter.
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PfiUft III. grellmlnary Observations

Before any tests ^ere made on the

Packard engine, ttie cylinder heads were re-

moved and all carbon scraped from the valves

and cylinders. The valves were then carefully

ground into their seats and the cylinder heads

replaced. The valve tappets were so adjusted

as to give .015" play on the intake valves

and .025" play on the exhaust valves.

The spark plugs used in the first

part of the test were AG and adjusted with

.015" gap. Later a new set of AC "Titan" plugs

were substituted and their gap adjusted to

•025", However, this ga$) was soon reduced to

.014 " which seemed to give more satisfactory

results.

Previous to each test the engine and

dynaimometer were giv«n a thorough inspection

and all parts were properly lubricated. It

was particularly important to not© that the
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engine was securely toolted down to the sup-

ports and that the coupling between the engine

and dynaunometer was seoura. The gear shift

lever was always kept in direct drive position.

All instruments were inspected and

adjusted, particular attention being paid to

the contacts on the gasoline scale weighing

beam. It was found necessary to keep the mer-

cury in the wells clean and free from oil add

water to insure proper contact.

The engine was airways allowed to warm

up to normal operating temperature of about

150 degrees B, before any tests were ststrted.

The carburettor adjustment on the Packard was

never changed, all tests being run with the

carburettor as adjusted by the factory. On

the other engines the carburettors were ad-

justed so as to give good economy, fair ac-

cereration and low throttling ability*

«- See Fritze, King and White thesis.
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Part IV. Test Proceedure

As soon as the engine reached normal

temperature the tests wore begun. These runs

were always started with wide open throttle

and the load made sufficient to bring the engine

down to the speed at which the test waa to be

run. This speed was then maintained constant

and the load varied within the limits of the

engine operating range.

The duration of each run was. deter-

mined by the time required for the combustion

of the fuel allotted to the particular run.

Two- tenths of a pound of gasoline was used :;

for all low speed light load runs, while one

pound or even two poTinds were used on the high

speed heavy torque runs. This meant that the

duration of the runs was between 45 seconds

and three minutes.

The method of weighing the fuel was

as follows: The fuel scales were approximaitel

y

balanced, the load on the platform being slight-
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ly heavier than the counterweight on the

acale beam. The stopwatch was started the

moment the bell indicated that the beam was

balanced. The rider was then set back an amount

eaual to the weight of the fuel to be used An

the test. When the bell again showed the beam

to be balanced, the watch was stopped.

The method of adjusting the spark

advance and counting the ppeed was given in

the description of the apparatus.

All runs for the same speed were

made without stopping the engine. Its temp-

erature was kept constant by a careful regul-

ation of the cold water supply*

On the low speed heavy torqjie runs,

it was found necessary to run the engine muhh

hotter than for the higher speed tests. In some

such cases the temperature was allowed to -reach

210-212 degrees P. If tests at a higher speed

were to follow, the engine was allowed to run
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idle at a slow speed until the temperature

had again become noznnal*

The following data was tabulated

from the Fackaj?d tests: R.P.M,, torque, horse

power, pounds of gasoline, time for consumption

of same, intake majiifold depression (inches iBf

mercury), and temperature of outlet jacket water.

This data is given in tables Ito 16 inclusive.

The specific Gravity (degrees Baume'} and the

temperature of the gasoline was tsiken for all

tests. From the data so obtained, the pounds

O'f gasoline per hour, and the pounds of gaso-

line per horse power per hour were calculated

.

As the speed varied slightly during a run, all

power developed was corrected to the specified

speed. When the torq^ue as read on the scale

beam varied, the average value was always

taken.

In addition to the above constant

speed tests made on the Packard, Pritze, King
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and White made tests on the Chalmers engine

maintaining a manifold depression of 27" mer-

cury absl, constant and operating the engine

at all speeds within its rainge. Subsequent

series of runs were made at manifold depres-

sions of 12", 15", 18", 21", and 24" mercury

respecti^rely. The results of these constant

manifold depression tests are not given in .a

this thesis. Fritze, King and White also made

constant speed tests on the Chalmers engine,

the data from which was used in this thesis

in the construction of the Chalmers performance

surfaces.

Similar data was taken from tests; t

made on the Ford engine By professor Roesch

of Armour Institute of Technology.

The friction horse power was obtain-

ed by shutting off the ignition to the hot

engine and driving it by the dynamometer now

used as a motor. Seven sets of runs were
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taken in this manner, each being made at

nearjy a constant speed. The readings taken

for each run were: Ro ?» Mq , horse power to

drive, and intake manifold depression, as

the throttle was gradually closed more power

was required to drive the engine, so that there

was a resulting decreacs in speed. However,

by increasing the armature current, the speed

was always brought back to approximately the

original value, Kie data obtained from these

tests is given in tables 17 to 20 inclusive,

while their graphical representation is given

on page
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Part V. Construction of Economy Surfaces

As stated in the beginning the ob-

ject of this thesis is the presentation of a

new method of representing automobile engine

economy performance, the testing itself being

but a means to this end.

Gas Per Horse Power Per Hour Surfaces

The results of all tests were first

plotted with reference to two coordinate axes

in the usual manner, ordinates representing

horse power and abscissa potmds of gasoline

per horse power per hour. Each test comprised

all the runs made at that particular speed.

Curve sheets 1 to 5 inclusive give the graph-

ical results of the Packard tests for speeds

from 150 to 2200 R.P.M. The curves for the

Ford test are given on sheets 6 and 7 while

those for the Chalmers are given on sheets

8 to 16 inclusive.

All curves were then replotted on
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paper ta a larger scale ( ordinatea 2" equal

10 B.H.P,, abscissa 2" equal one pound gaso-

line per horse power per hour) and cut out ..

thus giving a set of patterns having the same

contour as the original curves.

If these paper patterns were now plac-

ed two inches apart and parallel to each other

with the abscissa and ordinates in the same

horizontal and vertical planes respectively,

we would have the skeleton of a warped surface

representing the economy at all speeds. See

figure 10. A surface tangent at all points to

all these contour lines is the economy surface

of the engine. Since the patterns were made

from the results of tests 200 R.P.M. apart

and are separated from each other by two inhhes

the scale of R.P.M. is 1" equal 100 R.P.M.

As the surface described is only

imaginary, a form or model was made up of wooden

pieces two inches thick so shaped that its
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Figure 10.
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opposite faces correspond with the con-

tour curves of two adjacent patterns. Ihe

wood between the two faces was then cut away

so as to form a smooth curved surface bounddd

by the above mentioned curves, the ordinate,

the abscissa and the third coordinate axis.

These were then placed side by side in the

proper order and glued together. This gives

a complete wooden model of the economy surface.

Total Gasoline Surface

As In the previous case curves wese

plotted for each engine at all speeds, repres-

enting now the total gasoline consumption ( ord-

inates for horse power and abscissa for total

pounds of gasoline). Curve sheets 17 to 22 In-

clusive give these curves for the Packard, \i

while sheets 23 to 33 show the curves for tbe

Chalmers. The total gasoline consumption curve

for the Ford is shown in curve sheet 7.

Paper patterns were again made of

these curves using a scale of 2" equal 10 "B.H.P.
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and 4" oq.ual one pound of gasoline for ord-

inate and absGissa respectively. The method

of constructing the wooden model was identical

with that described above* The surface so form-

ed represents the total gasoline consumption

of the engine at all operating conditions.

These surfaces, both the total gas-

oline and gasoline per brake horse power per

hour, are shown in figures 11 to 19 inclusi«e.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12,
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Figure IZ.
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Figure 14
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Figure 17
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Figure 18.
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Figure 19
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/^aciHi:7r^ ^r/ctfon l^st

Torc^i /tT/?

/^.O

/^7

.^e/

.S^

/s.-^

/6:^

>?//

/d.3

/7S

/6.0

Z.//

/,se

/.07

/73

/.67

/6./

/>e.7

/as

73.7

/<y;r

7.6^

/.6d)

/.<T& ao^

Table 17.
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PacMarc/ Frjct/on Test

Torc^i

02.7

/V/?

/S.96-

/iT.'^S

Socryon

jS^.t^

/S.^

3/.-^

30.0

y-^.a/

/-^^o

/s.-^

/^.0

£0.6- /3.S-^

;e7.3 /3./0

^6,Z /JS.^O

^S.7 /Z.30 ^.-9

3:T.:T
h-

/^.o&

^£.7

J^O

i3^.3

/9.ZO

/0.87

J3O.0

/S.S"

/€£6> 32.S
3/.0

/7.S7

/Z^S

/S.5-

ye9.3 /S.60

^S.S /^.7S^

767-^

Z7.3

^7.0

/S.dTO

7S.OO

Table 20
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Facrt VIII. Discussion

Th« surfaces show cl«arly th«

most economical running conditions of the

different engines tested. The surfaces ae©

plotted to the same scale for all engines,

so that they present a goo means of compar-

ison. On the gasoline per horse power per

surfaces, the ideal condition would be rep-

resented hy a surface parallel to the B.H.P.-

R.P.M. plane throughout the entire range

afmavailable power. This would indicate

that for any horse power and for any speed

the gasoline consumption per horsepower

would be the same. This ideal condition

is most closely approached on the Packard

engine as shown in figure 11. It will be

noted that for this engine the surfaee rep-

resenting the amount af gasoline per B.H.P,

per hour is practically a flat one parallel

to the B.H.P.-R.P.M. plane except for the
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lower 20-25^ of the power variation. At high

speeds aind high powers, the curYe is very

good showing good minning economy. As the

horse power per hour decreases, the gasoline

per horse power per hour increases and the

curve flattens out. Two gasoline per B.H.P.

per hour surfaces were made for the Packard

engine. The one, figure 12, wa^ made with

all irregularities in it with the hopes that

they would show some inherent features in the

carburettor performance. However, as there

seemed to be no definite system to these

humps, it was concluded that they were due

mierely to lack of uniformity in test condit-

ions. For this reason a new surface was made

leaving out all such irregularities.

In testing the Chalmers engine,

two makes of carburettors, Rayfleld and Strom-

berg, were used. From the surfaces made from

each test, a difference in economy at diffee-

ent speeds can readilly be noticed. Figure
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15 represents the Gas per B.H.P. per hour

surface of the Chalmers with a Rayfield car-

burettxar while figure 14 shows the results

with the Stromberg carburettor. The surfaces

show that above 30^ of maxinrum power, the

Rayfield carburettor glares b«tter economy,

while below this power the Stromberg shower

better economy. Both surfaces represent good

engine economy and performanee as the amount

of gasoline per B.HoP. per hour does not vary

a great deal until the engine is developing

less than about 30^ of maximum power. For the

higher powers it shows nearly as good econ-

omy as the Packard engine but it has consider-

ably less range of such good economy.

Figure 18 is the surface for the

Ford engine and represents very poor economy

within the usual operating range. Almost im-

mediately as the horse power falls from its

maximum value, the povinds of gasoline per H.P.

per hour increase very rapidly.

These surfa.ces presemt a means
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of detennining the economy of am engine at all

speeds and powers at actual everyday running

conditions. Knowing the weight of a cair, the

speed, the rolling resistance, the wind res-

istance can be calculated aind finally the

horse power t© drive. These two items, horse

piwer and speed, determine a particular point

on the economy surface the absciasa of which

at once indicates th© economy of the engineat

those particular conditions. This eoxild be

carried further by calculating the horsepower

at all different speeds ordinajr^illy used in

driving and plotting the limiting values on

the surface. The study of the economy of the

engine within this limited zone should prove

to be invaluable in !fer;igine design work.

In order to get a better idea

of the total cost of aperation of the various

engines, surfaces were made showing the totil

gasoline consumption per hour. Figure 13 rep-
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resents the total gasoline consumption of

the Backard engine. Again as in the gaso-

line per B.H.P. per hour surface, this Cfurve

shows very good performance. Theoretically,

the total gaaaline per hour should vary dir-

ectly as the horse power thus giving a straight

45 degree surface when plotted. This is pract-

ically the case at the higher speeds and powers

of all the engines tested.

Total gasoline per hour surfaces

were also made on the Chalmers engine. Figure

16 is the surface obtained from the Chalmers

test using a Rayfield Carburettor, while fig-

ure 17 is the surface obtained when using the

Stromberg Carburettor on the same engine.

Figure 19 shows the total gaso-

line surface for the Ford. By mistake this

curve was construeted just opposite of the

other total gasoline surfaces.
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Part IX. Appendix

Part I. Method of Calculating

Both the brake and friction horse

power were calculated according to the 60r-

snila

B.H.?.=: T X R.P.M r

3000

where T is the torque as read from the scale

beam. The constant 3000 comes from 2t7 r
3000

in which R, the radius of the brake or iever

arm of the generator field, equals 1.75 feet.

The pounds of gasoline per hour

were determined by the equation

Lbs./Gas/Hr. ^ W x 3600
t

where W is the weight in poxmds of the fuel

used and t the niuaber of seconds required .'.:

to use that amount.

The pounds of gasoline per brake

horse power per hour were obtained by div-

iding the total pounds of gaisoline( see above)
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by the total horse power developed.

The quotient of the brake horse

power and the sum of the brake and friction

horse power for the same condition of speed

and manifold depression gives the mechanlcgii

efficiency of the engine.

The mean effective pressure net was

obtained by multiplying the torque by the

constant .662 which was obtained as follows:

B.Ii.P.^ PLAN ^ T X R.P.M..
33000 3000

where P is mean effestive pressure (Lbs./Sq.

inch)

L is length ofmstroke in feet

A is area of piston in square inches

N is number of explosions per minute

( 6 times the R.P.M.)

IShense substituting the values for the above

in the equality, we have for the Packard

P. R,P.M. X T X 35000
3000 X LAN
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P = R.P.M. X T X 53000
'

3000 X 5/12 X /4 X 9 X 6 X R.P.M.

- .522 T

The horse power of the Packard eng-

ine at IQOO R.P.M. which Is 1000 feet per min-

ute piston speed may be determined by the

A.L.A.M. formula

B.a.P.^ d n
2.5

in which n is the number of cylinders and d

the diameter of the cylinders in inches.

As stated before it was impossible

to hold the speed absolutely constant during

any set of runs so that it was necessary to

correct the brake horse power as measured to

the mean speed at which the test was made.

This was done according to the equation

B.H.P.(Cor.)=B.H.P. x mean R.P. M.
actual R.P.M.
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Part II. Sample Calculations

All calculations are carried thru

for the first run of the 2200 R.P.M. Packard

test.

B.H.P _ 99.5 X 2250
3000

- 74.0

Corrected to 2200 R.P.M.

B.H.P. :^74.0 X 2200
2230

-73.0

Lbs./ Gas/ Hr.:r 1 x 5600
76

= 47.3

Lbs./Gas/B.H.P./Hr.=. 47.5
74.0

Mean effective pressure = .622 x 99.5

= 61.9 Lbs./Sq.In.

A.L.A.M. Rating

^•H.P.= 5 X 5 X 12
2.5

-45.2 at 1200 R.P.M.
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